Move Your Business Solutions to 3-Dimension!

You can manage your business processes with GO 3 developed with new-generation technologies,
and you can also increase your productivity. GO 3 moves the user experience to a totally
different dimension with app-in-app technology and features such as role-based
customizable desktop, in-product search engine etc.

GO 3
GO 3, the new product of Logo, which has been producing business applications for over 30 years, was developed
combining its experience acquired for many years with new generation technologies and aiming to ease of use, and it
moves the user experience to a totally different dimension. With GO 3 offering full-scope solution, SMEs minimizes the
errors in the processes and gains speed while managing the business processes effectively and efficiently.

Create Your Own Desktop Including Only Transactions You Use
With aesthetic desktop design not straining the eyes and customizability feature of GO 3 developed with new generation
technologies based on heuristic and easier use, it enables you to quickly and easily access all the information you
wish. With GO 3, it is now possible to define, group and collect most frequently used transactions as shortcuts under
customized desktops, in addition to default desktops provided depending on the user role. GO 3 enables the users to
customize the shortcut keys for speeding up purposes, and allows modifying shortcut commands created.

Move the User Experience to a Totally Different Dimension with
Customizable and Aesthetic Interfaces
You can add new fields in forms within GO 3, and you can easily search in the lists with such fields. These features of GO 3 enable
to customize on user basis the forms developed with simple and fast visual adaptation without the need for programming
language knowledge. Besides, you can also completely input data into forms created with GO 3, by the help of wizard.

With GO 3 allowing you perform all your transactions over a single window, your
information on the screen you work is protected, and you do not lose time by looking
around several screens. In case you need to switch between different screens, you can
switch with a single key.

Enrich Your Business Application with App-in-App Technology
With the app-in-app feature of Logo's GO 3, the following opportunities are provided;
• The opportunity to enrich the application in line with the requirements,
• The opportunity to download several functions in addition to standard features within the product, as application or
widget by a single click,
• The opportunity to use the new features as platform-independent in line with the features within the app
downloaded,
• The opportunity to quickly access to information by means of widgets enabling to display most frequently used
transactions and reports on the main screen.
As well as applications and widgets provided with GO 3, all applications developed by Logo Business Partners are also
provided to the users over Logo Store.

Fast Access to Your Transactions without Getting Lost in
the Product Tree by means of Search Bar Feature
You can quickly access to all the module, screen, report, and transaction information by means of search bar feature.
Likewise, you can also make a search in the application by means of the “fast access” feature you can select among
the add-in list.

Work Comfortably through Your Notebooks having Tablet Feature with Virtual Keyboard Support
You can easily carry out your transactions through touch-screen notebooks with virtual keyboard feature.

Determine the Correct Steps by Interpreting Your Financial Data
You can quickly carry out all the transactions such as banking, credit card, checks and notes follow-up and cash
transactions over the current accounts with GO 3, and you can manage all your cash flow. You can create practical and
quick solutions to all your requirements by means of its flexible payment and collection structure. With its banking
loan follow-up feature, you can efficiently monitor the commercial loans you take out from the banks, you display
your current loan repayment, balance due and remaining debt status, and you can manage your cash flow by planning
your loans repayment.

Work in Full Compliance with the Current Legal Regulations
With GO 3 which is in full compliance with the legal regulations, you can manage all your records confidently. With
GO 3, you can automatically create your standard account plan, and you can define your accounts such as main
account and sub-accounts in hierarchical structure as you wish. By means of integration feature on the accounting
module operating in full integration with other modules, you can automatically create your notes and slips you
account with record templates you created by document type. Besides, you can also electronically prepare your Major
Purchases / Major Sales forms required to be shared at every beginning of the month, and you can gain speed in your
taxation periods with e-Declaration feature.

Efficiently Manage All Your Processes from Order to Delivery
You manage all your sales and purchasing processes with GO 3 much easier. After you enter your purchase order into
the system, you can quickly complete the dispatch note and bill cycle, and you can instantly monitor the current status
of your orders. If the amount of orders you received exceeds the stock amount, then you can automatically create
purchase order. You can separately define your terms of sales for every sales note (purchase order, dispatch note and
bill). Multiple currency units can be used in notes, and you can define different terms for these currency units. You can
also define price on warehouse basis with GO 3, and you can collectively update the price lists you created. You can
determine your sales targets on seller basis, and you can carry out sales performance measurement.
You can also easily manage all your purchasing processes with GO 3. You can quickly organize all the stages from
purchase order to delivery of goods and invoice entry, and you can closely follow-up the validity of price, discount and
payment terms and any costs in respect to this.

Keep You Stock Operations under Control
With GO 3, you can instantly monitor your stock status, and you can easily bring your stock levels under control.
You can now follow-up your stock costs more specifically. With GO 3, you can also view your stock cards in depth,
add a picture and define multiple units. You can also add series and lot number to your products while defining
unlimited number of barcodes. You can follow-up your material-based cost by selecting your costing methods.

Overlook the Big Picture with Fast and Flexible Reporting Solutions
You can design and record your reports by means of interactive reporting tool presented by GO 3, and you can use
your design criteria repeatedly. Besides, you can tabulate and group your reports, and you can calculate as you wish by
sub-totaling. You can easily create all reports coming to your mind by means of its fast and flexible structure, and you
can increase your productivity within the framework of all your data.

Find a Solution to All Your Needs with Logo Solution Family Integration
With GO 3 which can operate as integrated with solutions such as Logo e-Government, Logo Mind Business Analytics,
Logo CRM and Logo Human Resources, you can improve your processes and increase your business productivity.
You can also enrich the functions of your products with fast and economical adaptation solutions developed specific to
your business and sector by Logo Solution Partners.
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